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Innovator editor
interviews women's
movement advocate
Ramonita Segarra

Harriet Gross is the new coordinator
of Women's Studies here at GSU. She
came to us from the University of
Chicago with a Ph. D. in Sociology. Dr.
Gross has taught at Calumet College,
Northwestern University, and Indiana
University. Her dissertation was on
"The Sociology of Deviance and How
Society comes to terms with those who
are political and moral dissenters. The
University of Missouri Press is considering the dissertation for
publication. .
Dr. Gross would like to see more
participation from the entire student
body in her Women Studies Program.
She feels that students of both sexes anc
of any age would benefit greatly from
this program.
On the participation of women in
academics as well as non academics
Dr. Gross says, "I would like to see
students from all colleges and of al'
ages enroll because it is an avenue fot
understanding the position of women in ·
society. In trying to understand women
one must uncover the tradition of
Western civilization and how institutions keep women in certain
positions. It should be of interest to all

people who want a complete liberal arts
education. Men have to live with
women because they are intergral
parts in men's lives."
Furthermore, Ms Gross believes that
men will, by participating in her
modules, come to terms with their
feelings towards women. As a result,
remarked Dr. Gross, not enough impact will be made on society if only
women get involved in these studies.
The modules being offered are: 1)
Origins of Women's Position in Society,
which gives the intellectual history of
the ideas of several authoritative individuals such as Marx, Lennin and
Freud, who have spoken on the women
question. The 2nd module is Maintenance and Concepts. This deals with
the consequences studied in the 1st
module. What are the personal esteem
consequences of the subordinate
position? What are the consequences
women face in the job market? The 3rd
module is called Alternatives in
Lifestyles, which discusses what the
future holds for women. How does one
change or adapt to the new awareness
in social structures and on the fact that
women need not be in subordinate

positions or supportive roles? Finally,
the last module-General Sociology of
the Family, makes an attempt to link
up what's been learned in the previous
modules to families of all cultures. In
addition, it goes into detail as to how
parental roles influence human
development.
Dr. Gross resides in Olympia Fields
and is a wife and mother of three.
However, aside from her work, her
family, and involvement in Women's
Studies, she is helping to formulate the
South Suburban Women's Council,
which is trying to form a central umbrella to coordinate activities of
existing women's organizations. This
organization will be offering services in
those areas that are not being met by
other groups. In addition, Ms Gross is
working on research for a book she will
write about Jane Kennedy.
When asked if it is difficult to be involved in so many different things at
once, she replied, "It is very demanding and one must be well organized.
Women make better wives and mothers
if they can find meaningful activity
outside of the home."
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Dr. Harriet Gross - CCS

''Wo111en in
Society'' to be

taught by
Harriet Gros·s
Harriet Gross is a woman
concerned about women. From
her deep concern has grown an
equally deep desire to open eyes,
and minds. She wants to teach
other women what she has
learned, to open their eyes and
minds about themselves.
In many ways, Harriet Gross
has lived-and is living-the
"traditional" life of a 20th century mid-western woman. She
and her husband, Howard, a
stockbroker, were residents of
Gary, Ind., for a number of years
before buying their home in
Olympia Fields three years ago.
They are the parents of two girls,
ages 13 and 8, and a boy, age 11.
Like so many women, Harriet's
activities were almost completely home and child centered
while her youngsters were small.
continued on page 4

GSU to ad111inister
national teacher
exa111ination
Governors State University will be granted permiSSion to
administer the National Teacher Examination <NTE) if thirty (30)
candidates register by the closing date of October 17, 1974, for the
November 9, 1974, testing. For those who wish to be administered
the NTE, the necessary forms are available in Student Services,
Testing Office, Dll25. Each candidate should complete the
registration for enrolling him at another center so that he can be
administered the NTE if the quota is not met as well as writing a
check for the appropriate fee (the maximum is $20). If the quota is
met by the closing date, permission to administer the testing
program will be requested, and as the current information
suggests, the NTE should be administered at GSU. If at least thirty
candidates do not register, the application forms will be forwarded
by Student Services to register the candidate at the Center which
will be kept and the testees will be informed if the quota for testing
at GSU is met.
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1 ne seal~ model_of the Governors State University commuter train depot is oescribed by architet
Jose~h Fujikawa, right, to le~t to right, Thomas D. Layz~ll an~ Robert L. Lott, both.' university
admmistrators. The depot will be the southern terminal of the Illinois Central Gulf commuter
service following completion of the line extension from Ri.-hton Park to Stuenkel road.
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Why an alumrli association
Tony Wardynskl
Why should we have an alumni association here at
GSU? Because we have alumni. Many GSU graduates
are in occupations and/ or have acquired skills which
can benefit the GSU communit) . We need those ideas
and that experience.
To those of you who might agrue that the establishment of an alumni association smacks of
traditionalism, I argue the opposite. We could in fact
build such an association from scratch and design it
not specifically as a source of income for the university
and its programs (that's traditionalism> but as an
organ which could function in an advisory capacity for
implementing new and reviewing old programs and

activities. That's just one possibility.
Alumni provide footholds in the community which
could help the university achieve its goal of interaction
with the community. They could be contacts for job
placement via Coop Ed or other internship programs.
They could be instrumental in aiding the Research and
lnnovation wing of the university.
If these prospects sound appealing to you; write, call
or come and see us in the Innovator office. Our extension is 2260.
Your suggestions are helpful: Your committment is
vital. The task is not impossible if all of you who care
are interested enough to make an effort. Do it today.

Administrative responsibility
The work-study mess which kicked off this session is
just the latest example of non-innovative and inflexible
effort by the administration to return to the
traditional inhumane and unopen environment. The
degree to which they (the President, Vice-Presidents,
Deans, and associate administrators) are succeeding
is truly alarming, as are the shifts in attitudes which
have polarized over the last two years. The obvious
physical changes have been unbelievably disruptive.
In addition administrative interpretations and
initiatives concerning contact hours, overload-good
standing-full-time status, centralized registration, and
the strike have driven students, faculty, and civil
service up the walls!
The decision to increase contact hours between
coordinators and students to 15 hours per unit in
directed learning activities was a response to an
Engbretson directive to double the session length to 16
weeks. Thus instead of one or two intensive, short term
courses, a student would take the age-old four or five
subjects spread out over a semester. The impetus for
this directive was surely the pending accredition by
North Central who seem to question whether academic
quality is achieved in our 8-week sessions.
The S(tanding) C(ommittee) on E(ducationa))
P <olicies) and P (rograms) and the U (niversity)
A<ssembly) both chose to effect quality instruction
through a contact hours readjustment rather than a
calendar change. This was perceived as necessary in
order to insure accredition and forestall calendar
changes, thus giving students as much "instruction"
for their money as any other institution. Listed
examples of directed learning activities included: direct in~lass contact time, student-led
seminars, laboratory experiments, films or
videotapes, audiotapes, field trips, and programmed
learning texts.
Implementation procedures as determined in
Academic Wing meetings not only did not mention
these examples and encourage innovative approaches,
but in fact discouraged creative instruction by
,establishing norms relating GSU units, number of
meetings per week, and hours per meeting. Thus for 2
GSU units a class meets once a week for 4 hours, for 3
GSU units twice a week for 3 hours each, and for 4 units
twice a week for 4 hours each. Special places and times
can still supposedly be arranged, however the
Registrar sets the final schedule.
The contact hours policy passed by the UA was not
meant to .be oppressive. However implementation
instructions and unenlightened collegial administration have made it so. The intention was for
people both inside and outside GSU to recognize that
non-traditional learning activities are vital and viable
methods. However administrative retrenchment
seems to have dismissed that effect.
Administrative meddling has also forced the
adoptation and continual revision of a student
overload, full-time, good standing policy. The policy
was requested in order to satisfy federal requirements
for financial aids disbursements. This scenario persuaded several students to work for a good policy even
though the general concepts are anathematic to any
thoughtful student. Finally after months of discussion
an acceptable policy passed the UA. Then the administration really got into the act.
At several Academic Wing meetings these paper
shufflers of this and that cried that the policy could be

neither understood nor thus adminintrated and im"plemented. They then wrote an explanation of the
policy which showed that in fact they did understand it.
Not stopping there the Academic Wing considered
various drafts of policies which seriously alter the
intent. Finally these administrators settled on a policy
they liked, which they are graciously sending through
the governance structure rather than declaring "in·
terim" or "administrative" policy as they are not
unaccustomed to doing. This administration policy,
which definitely works against students, is still being
fought.
Whether the UA policy or an 'interim" policy is
presently in effect is also difficult to determine. Even
the Executive Committee of the UA seems nervous
about checking up on the Colleges as to actual im·
plementation of the UA policy. Nor does anyone know
what will happen in Academic Wing meetings if the
policy isn't passed. Hopefully the UA and its committees will not be influenced by these administrative
pressures.
Centralized registration is an administrative
creation which students and faculty are all too familiar
with by now. There seems generally to be no advantage
in shortening of registration process, while the new
restrictions on adding courses are definite liabilities.
The only positive aspects of centralized registration
seems to be administrative, namely better collection of
funds and closer control over students.
For what else is it but control when students are
manipulated into designated time slots, herded and
prodded from gate to gate, forced to endure lines and
impersonal handling, and just plain discouraged from
going to school. Some people chose not to register
rather than hassle with the whole deal. This "centralized" registration puts an extra burden on
everyone, especially students and faculty. Such
enlightened administrative policies border on cruel
Small wonder higher
and unusual punishment.
education seems to be killing itself.
Finally, for this discussion at least, the strike. Talk
about impersonal treatment of people; even allowing
conditions to deteriorate to the point where a strike
was considered necessary was inexcusable administrative conduct. Any spirit of harmony and
cooperation which existed was destroyed by the strike.
The continuation of centralized registration
necessitated students and faculty crossing the picket
line even though they by and large supported the
strikers. Such insanity has bred bad feelings among all
constituent groups, though one hesitates to say the
administration actively fostered this divisiveness.
So what can we do? Since students, faculty, and civil
service seem to be the main targets of oppression it
would seem logical for them to recognize this com-'
monality and work more closely together. Or maybe at
least not fight each other, but rather oppose the administrators and their inane and archaic policies and
interpretations. Encourage your UA representatives to
attend meetings and to vote your interests. Organize
and interact. A lot of good people at GSU are very
discouraged and are dropping out or giving up on the
university and its governance system. Either encourage them, take their places, or be ready to get
fucked but good.
Pat Gallagher
EASStudent

Stopping, searching, frisking:

The legality of it all
Search and seizure"-"Stop and frisk"-"Right to
counsel"-These are more than popular legal phrases.
Do you as an individual know YOUR rights under the
law? Recent supreme court decisions concerning
criminal procedures will be the topic of a forum to be
held at the Park Forest Village Hall, 200 Forest, on
Sunday, October 13, at 8:00 p.m. Sponsored by the
National Council of Jewish Women, Lincolnway
Section, the meeting will feature Professor Geoffrey
Stone of the University of Chicago Law School, and
skits demonstrating certain violations of constitutional
rights. For more information call 481-6107.

GSU successful
as modern
institution
Here at G.S.U. it is almost impossible not to learn.
When put into a module which may be referred to as a
behavior setting, even the dumbest person is made to
feel that he or she must function and display a
contribution to the situation. I say this because each
group is given a project or program to work on along
with their classmates. In these projects they discuss
how to deal with immediate problems which exist in
everyday life.
The student feels free to learn because the pressure
of attaining a certain grade level is not required, and
also because of their personal contact with the class
coordinators. The student knows from the beginning
that if he meets the ~ments for the course, he
won't have to repeat. Therefore, each person struggles
harder to obtain the coordinators goals.
I've attended many other institutions, and I still say
that G.S. U. is the best behavior setting for learning.
A grateful alumni,
James G. Coleman
Chemist U.S.D.A.

AreGSU
students
iII iterate ?
Tony Wardynskl
There is a ervin~ need for a literary magazine at
GSU. We are not illiterate. Many of us write very well,
or can draw, or have a talent for photography. We have
no market for our work. The Innovator publishes
poetry and short prose pieces. Yet it is a newspaper
and is subject to space limitations.
We need a specific outlet for our artistic expression.
We have a College of Cultural Studies. Students in it do
things other people should be aware of. But there's no
market place for this talent. We need one.
There are funds set aside for literary magazine. All it
takes it a handful of people interested enough to
publish it. I have my own vested interest in seeing it
established, as I would like to coordinate those creative
efforts as part of my own learning experience. The
potential is here. What we make of it is up to us. We
could even open it up to the community-a step toward
achieving GSU's mandate to serve Will County.
If you feel as I do about the need for a literary·
magazine and are willing to see it come to be, come
1md see me in the Innovator Office. All we need is the
nudeus of a staff and we can get the thing off the
; vound. Wouldn't you like to become a part of this
~ndeavor? The only thing stopping you is you.
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Past, present and future?
Robert A. Blue

I was working in the stockroom in EAS when we we_re
at the Mini-Campus. The job requirements, among
other things; that I wash all the solid lab equipment,
beaker, flasks, test tubes and such; and that the floors
be kept clean, the shelves that housed the delicate
equipment also had to be kept in top notch shape. These
and many other tasks were performed without much
objection or rejection on my part. In fact, sometimes I
wish I was back there. Why?
Because there was time in the stockroom. And where
there is time there is also the potential for peace.
Peace of mind that is. There was also time to catch up
on a few loose academic ends; then she came.
She came at a time when getting involved in GSU
was the farthest thing from my mind. My objective
was simple. Get the scratch, get educated, then get
out!
She was a strange, friendly, and somewhat decent
looking person ; her motive I continued to question, but
her sincerity was/ is real. She will care about people,

even though they might not care about themselves.
The fact that I wanted to submit a few articles to the
Innovator, and she was working for the paper at the
time, combined that day and the result is that now I am
the last of that noble group of people, that produced the
first newspaper in 1971.
Had she not been honest and real, these words might
never have been necessary. Now the time has come for
a few thanks and right ones for all those outa-sight
individuals whose energies, and hopes for a better
world and University; whose creativity and excellence
they unceasingly surrender for the good of all of us in
the GSU community ; I say special thanks and Right
On!!
I wish not to give the impression that this position is
anything less than an honor. Those days and
sometimes nights were filled with excitement. Filled
with the spector or accomplishments and sometimes
plans and schemes gone wild.

The Innovator needs •••

The Innovator Is •••
The focal point of campus controversy. Dedicated to the
needs and interests of all GSU students. Responsive to the
needs of the GSU student body. The primary vehicle for a free
flow of information on campus. A student newspaper. An in·
terface between GSU and the community. People who care
enough to give of themselves.

Reporters
Stories
Photographers Reviews
Artists
Feedback

_, YOU

Get lnvolvedl

Find out what's happening!!
Volunteer today!!!

-reg1str
at .1on

Voter
Two years ago, Dan Walker hiked the length of
Illinois to demonstrate his sincere desire to serve the
interests of the citizens as Governor.
That same year was also significant in that 18-year·
olds were recognized as valuable contributors to the
workings and direction of government and were
allowed to vote.
The right to vote being granted to young people, and
Governor Walker's desire to restore faith in government could very well be innovations in representative
government.
Nearly one half million potential voters are currently
enrolled at college and university campuses in Illinois.
The impact of youth participation in government will
be lost, if younger citizens do not register to vote.
Through the efforts and support of governmental
leaders such as Governor Walker and Senator Percy,
the AISG movement to register students to vote this
November will succeed. The effort I speak of is the
largest single mobilization of potential student voters
in State history.
AISG is deeply appreciative of the acceptance by
Governor Dan Walker as Honorary Co-Chairman of the
AISG voter registration project.

There was also the joy of getting to know people in
spite of all the stereotype images we are conditioned to
revere by a withdrawn society. We loved the interchange of psychological energies when which combined was greater than any one of us. And we loved
each other as human bemgs.
I am the last of that group of beautiful people who
brought to this developing University the capacity to
not just say what was wrong with GSU, but more important to say what is right.
Sometimes the thought is stronger than the deed.
There was a time when doing was all that was
necessary. Now as I turn my thought ener~ies towards
the past, my body longs for those beautiful people. But
they are gone. Who will miss them most? All of you
that now read this article but maybe never knew them?
The university community that often times provided
them with news and good vibrations to keep on keeping
on? Or am I the only one who knows how difficult at
times it was to produce another issue of the INNOVATOR?

There are three weeks left until voter registration
closes for the November election.
Now is the time to get people registered.
That includes thousands of students on college
campuses- 18, 19 and 20-year-olds who will be able to
vote for the first time this year, if they register on time.
Some need a little prodding, a reminder that they
must be registered 30 days before the election.
That's the value of a concentrated registration drive
like the one the Association of Illinois Student
Governments has going. It can make the difference
between an election that truly represents the people's
wishes and one that puts mediocre candidates in office
by default.
The A.I.S.G. summer pilot project to register
students at Lewis and Clark College was an en• couraging beginning - reg(
f nearly threefourths of the unregistered st'O\.ft:ntS on campus.
If we continue the hard work that led to that
achievement, the voter registration drive will succeed.

Smce Ute advent of the 18-year-old vote two years
ago, young people in the United States have had
an
opportunity to participate in the decisionmaking processes of our government.
Nearly 500,000 potential student voters are enrolled
at colleges and universities in Illinois, and could effectively represent youthful interests at the polls in
November.
Not all young persons, however, fully comprehend
the magnitude of their individual votes when considered collectively. It behooves us to effectively
educate the greater portion of our newest voting public
of their responsibility to exercise their right to vote.
Students at campuses in Illinois offer an opportun1ty to
set a positive example to other citizens to become
involved in decisions that affect the direction of our
nation.
With the support of governmental leaders such as
Senator Percy and Governor Walker, the largest single
mobilization of potential voters in Illinois history, will
culminate successfully.
AISG is deeply grateful that Senator Charles Percy
has agreed to be Honorary Co-Chairman of the AISG
c;tudent voter registration project.
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Children's.theatre
hits the rbad
Schools and organizations may
arrange bookings for the touring troupe
"The Valley of the Echoes" will be a
of the Governors State University~ unique adventure for young audiences,
Children's theater,
who will find themselves part of the
Information about "The Valley of the play. Children will meet the puzzled
Echoes" may also be obtained by t clown. the mysterious echoe king,
telephoning the director of the "Doubler," monarch of the forest of
children's theater, Temmie Gilbert, in fear· "Icicle" who rules the mountain
the College of Cultural Studies at <312) of m~mories. "Stalag," the leader ofthe
534·5000, extension 2119.
strange • s t a 1 a g mites ' ' and
A ~klet of related . activities ap- "Stalagtites, · and "Misty,'' gentle
propnate for ~se ~th ~nor to an.d after guide of the mist people.
Children in the audience who wish to
the presentation 1s bemg comp1Ied by
faculty and _students , to be. sent to participate will become a variety of
gro~p bookmg the ~rod_uchon. The people, animal , and things, ranging
tourmg company supphes 1ts own sets, from themselves to trees to ants to Lert to Right: Temmil' Gilbert <director> Gerr) tephens,
costumes, and sound.
"Stalgamite" people.
...ancy Caldwell Bobby Block, : Eileen Newmark, "'lale Wilson, .
The cast:
Paul Parker.
Chicago
Nancy Caldwell, "Misty"
Mike Fulth, "Clown"
Luc Morales, "Stalag"
VOLUNTEER
Ollie Pitts, "Double£"
For
several
committees
to
help
with benefits fo
Chicago Heights
continued form page 1
Harriet will offer a workshOp,
1
Care Center. _
Dale Wilson, "Clown''
Yet in other ways Harriet
T
'Woman in Society," through·
Select the committees of your choice:
Flossmoor
Gross has broken with tradition.
GSU. It will begin on November 1
1) Childrens Jazz Festival
Eileen Newmark, "The Icicle
She as earned not only BA and
and run for four consecutive
2) Fall Fashion Show
Queen"
MA degrees, both from North
Friday afternoon;;, from 1:15 to 3
Contact: Student Services or Rosalyne Gillesp
Park Forest
Western university, but has
p.m. Location will be the Park
Tuesday: 11-5
H.L.D.
Bobby Block, "Stalag"
received her PhD from the
Forest public library, Lakewood
Friday: 11-5
Paul Parker, "The Echoe King"
at Orchard.
University of Chicago. She forPark Forest South
"This workshop will be an
merly taught at Northwestern,
Student Travel
Indiana university's Gary
introduction to the women's
Any student(s) may submit a proposal for tra
campus and Calumet college in
movement and its theory through
tending: conventions, workshops, seminars <wh•
East Chicago, Ind., and since this
consideration of issues of today,"
requests can be submitted to any member of ~
summer has been a full-time
Harriet says. She stresses that it
weeks prior to the planned trip.
faculty member at Governors
is designed not primarily for
The following information should be include~
State
university, where her
those who are currently college
wishing to travel; 2. College; 3. Where the plan net
art program?
major job is co-ordination of the
students, since they have opdays (departure date, arrival date, number of daJ
women's studies program.
portunity to enroll in women's
Transportation cost (car, bus, train or air-plea
To develop an aesthetic, free and '
SOCIOLOGY IS Harriet's field,
studies at GSU. This will be an
traveller must keep record of mileage); 6. Hotel .
stimulating academic atmosphere for
and moral protest was the topic
overview for those making their
allowed) .
scholarly growth and skill developof her doctoral dissertation. As a
first contact with other women on
, Student should briefly state purpose of conferer
ment. The fine arts program accepts
professor of sociology and
basic questions of women's lives.
and to the rest of the University community, all
the obligation to provide experience via
women's studies, she is par"The workshop will be a
(records, reports, tapes, video etc.).
which we intended to arouse the
ticularly aware of dissention and
community of peers," Harriet
While some restrictions have been and may be I
student's intellectual curiosity. We
Gross said. "Women who are
protest among women today . She
··persons allowed to go on any one trip--SSAC ha
would hope to shape and sharpen
is also particularly concerned
thinking and interested in today's
prior requests and will continue to be of help in th<
his/ her awareness respecting the
issues will be among others like
about those women who live
One last requirement regarding student travel
potentials of life with concerns that
restricted lives without protest,
themselves. It will be a way to
all receipts (such as hotel bill, taxi fares over $6.()(
his/ her understand ing will be
strictly because they do not yet
learn without anxiety or threat."
should be submitte<t with the voucher immediate!.
deepened in regards to both the self and
know that other options are open
AN AMBITIOUS program is
the world.
to them.
planned for the workshop, which
With these concerns in mind it is
To spread knowledge about the
will cover much basic ground in a
acutely meaningful at G.S.U. that there
short time.
women's movement to south
be indepth quality in the generation and
who
are
not
yet
~,.,.,.;"'""from
Sept. 29 Star Tribu'!e ' ·
suburbanites
implementation of both the curricular
and cultural aspects of the fine arts
side by side. This assumes that all ,
inclusive in the academic curriculum
there exists the need to reinvestigate
the "role" of the fine arts; their history
'
and their interdisciplinary influences
A publication of: Dental Daffynitions
called silver alloy or silver alalgam,
upon the strands of scholarship and
1974 Project P . Inc. <Copyright) has
etc.: the filling most people have on
learning. To imply that man is a
made Dental Definitions easy for the
back teeth.
recorder of his own experiences is to
dental patient. The purpose is to
ANALGESIA-the magic carpet ride
say "man makes art makes life." This
provide (in sequence) definitions for
your dentist can offer you that
is an important observation. It then is
simplification of the conglomeration of
alleviates your fears and aproughly equivalent to saying that man
dental terms to assist in dental terprehensions.
has the ability to be creative. It
minology.
ANESTHETIC- usually given with a
requires ideas, taste and skills in thE
A's Definitions· in this issue
needle , often confused with
making; and considerable deliberation
ABRASION- the wearing away of
analgesia- not the same-the sutff that
is requisite long before the act of
tooth surfaces the moment of conflict
makes you feel numb during and after
creation can take place. Experience is
between dentist, staff and/ or patient
treatment. A lower anesthetic usually
invisible until it is shared, and until it
ABSCES8-that miserable swollen
"freezes" the lip and tongue-besides
has been found in tangible, sensuous
lump that makes your head swell, or
the tooth area.
form . At the precise moment when an
may not even be detected, except by xANTIQUATED-the Dental I.Q. of
ego initiates this agonizing chore !If
ray examination or your dentist's
those
who think they can't have healt'ty
transforming visual metaphore he
probe. A tooth can be abscessed without
teeth all their life.
alludes simultaneously to an awareness
any swelling, another reason for a
ANXIETY-a mental condition
of his own possible existence. In fact
complete periodic x-ray.
arising from uneasiness, fear, etc.,
and in part, he forms his own potentia'
A.D . A . - American Dental
preventable with the use of nitrous
and makes tangible his own awareness I
Association. The Great Protector;
oxide
analgesia-see your dentist.
What can we claim as a higher value
father of U.S.A. dentists; the author of
Check Dental Service (Student
to a community of teaching authority
the dental bible.
Services) for referrals at low rates!
and learners?
ALLOY-same as ;nnalgam-may be
In Ute next Issue: 8 definitions
This assumption intendS no defense of
the fine visual arts contribution in
general as historically their services to
both the academic and world comthem the spiritual and theoretical in
program, <which ofiers both the B.A.
munity has long been recognized as
order
that there be committment and
and M.A.), is to prepare students
enjoyment for a life «Jf productivity.
essential to enrichment of those
broadly on the one hand and acutely on
teaching and learning and those
the other with" marketable skills;
The art program in the larger sense
casually observing. This assumption is,
.or/ and a life of critical awareness and
provides the skillii for choices and
then, an observation that there is need
)eisure. This assumes that t;_1e students
options-the student can adapt to
for continued concern and development
work as committed an(
··e
choices such as: continued graduate
of the present fine arts aims at
study toward specialized fields in the
learners in order to acquirt ...... .wls
Governors State University ... We have
which equip them with spiritual,
categories art criticism and or art
just begun the all - embracing g<mls and
journalism, museum work, a variety of
theoretical and practical knowiedge
objectives.
commercial ventures, college, junior
needed to continue as graduates. The
The goal of the senior division degree
college and/ or high school teaching.
practical concerns should carry with

"Women in Society''

KLUB K

What is the
mission of GSU's

f5~~ti·l definitions!

~·

~I
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"Antigone" to be
presented at GSU
The first major production for the
new drama workshop on the permanent
campus will be "Antigone" at
Governors State University.
The Jean Anovilh classic will be the
first play of the 1974-75 season Wednesday, October 16, through Sunday,
October 20. Performances will be at 8
p.m. except Sunday, when the time will
hn "·~0

o.rn

Lert to Right:
Kenneth Lonsine, <rront Maggi
Krasinl , <Back Rebecca Borter),
Willard BoTter, Terri Phillip ,
and Paul Hill.

The metric system
in American history

GSU fund raising committees for Child

Say centimeter to an American and
he'll probably cringe, but to 90 percent
of the rest of the world, centimeters and
other measurements in the metric
system represent a simple and orderly
system of weights and measures used
every day.
All industrial and business
organizations are being affected by the
gradual change to the metric system
that is taking place in this country. The
change is subtle, but its there. Use of
the metric system was made legal by
an Act of Congress in 1866. Many U.S.
companies have recently joined the
metric ranks in the interest of world
trade. Its all one world these days, and
an international system of units is
absolutely essential.
The metric system was created by
the French Academy of Sciences in
1790. They defined the meter as one tenmillionth of the distance from the North
Pole to the equator along the meridian
through Dunkirk.
In the United States, Thomas Jefferson
led the way in advocationg this system
of weights and measures. Although
Jefferson, as Secretary of State, was
able to gain legislation for basing our

Coordinator

funds to SSAC for the purpose of atthey be local or out of state). These
and bould be submitted at least two
in a proposal: 1. Name of student<sl
trip is for <City and State); 4. How many
for conference, etc. and return date>; 5.
note-if transportation is by car, then
and 7. Meals (a maximum of $10.00 is
what benefits it will be to him/ her
what information will be brought back
on the funds allocated or number of
thus far been able to accommodate all
future.
is the nee sity for students to bring back
and transportation cost>. These receipts
on the return of the traveler.

currency on multiples of 10 in 1792, John
Quincy Adams effectively held off
attempts to extend the system further.
The National Bureau of Standards
concluded an extensive three-year
study in 1971 on the pros and cons of
converting to metric. the result was
"A Metric America-A Decision
Whose Time Has Come"-a report
strongly recommending that the
country turn away from barley-corns
as units of measure.
Obviously, the Medieval system of
distance measuring we use based on
thumb measurements and length a
Roman soldier walks in 5,000 paces is
an awkward tool in a scientific and
technological age. .
But it still comes back to the growth
of world trade. Fifteen per cent of
American industry is now on the metric
system, which today is ba ed on a
scientifically determined number of
wavelengths.
Some members of Congress have
realized that this change is inevitable,
and although a number of bills have
been defeated, work is under way to
legislate this change rather than let it
come on its own.

Health hints

Yt,Yons

The common cola -fact/fiction
If you have a cold should you:

Take a vitamin pill?
Take a laxative?
Take a drink?
Take a rest?
From the beginning of time man and woman - has been trying to cope
with the common cold. He has been
armed with faith, superstitution, and
hope. He has been advised by Grandma, his next door neighbor, his
professor, his fellow students and the
advertising copywriter. And he has
bowed, year after year, to the persistent, perennial, plaguing cold.
Here's what's been his armamentarium ... and what modern
research has to say about the treatment.
FACT OR FICTION? At the first
sniffle, go to bed and stay there! If you
have a good book to read, or if a steady
diet of TV is your meat, you'll probably
enjoy the vacation. But for a normal,
healthy adult, bed rest is not necessary
unless you have a fever.
Of course, you'll be doing other
people a favor by staying away from
them during the first, especially contagious, days. And taking it easy is a
good idea, since it helps your body to
resist complications,
Young children, the elderly, folks
who seein to get one cold after another,
and those with a serious chronic
desease-these need to rest. They need
all their energy to ward off further
-~

,.

••

illness.
FACT OR FICTION/ wrap a piece of
flannel around your throat at the first
sign of scratchiness!
The cold germ will have a good laugh.
The flannel is only a substitute for the
teddy bear you clutched as a baby.
FACT OR FICTION? Take a vitamin
pill, and prevent colds!
The latest version of this long-time
favorite recommends whopping doses
of Vitamin C. But the worth of this
suggestion remains to be proved by
scientific studies.
If you have a balanced diet, you don't
need vitamin pills. ~hysicans say .that
excess vitamins serve no purpose, and
may even do harm.
Some people don't_ get all the
vitamins they need. (Teenagers appear
to live only on hamburgers and pop
sometimes.) If you wish, ask your
family doctor if you need a vitamin
' supplement.
FACT OR :::"..LCTION? Take a laxative
to get rid of the coid germs!
The cold Yirus won't be budged. But if
you're constipated, a mild laxative may
make sense if you don't make a habit of
it.
FACT OR FICTION? Get under a pile
of blankets, and sweat!
This is supposed to fltish out the
poisons produced by the infection. It
hasn't been proved. Anyway, it's
pleasanter to drink liquids, and you
accomplish the sar_ne purpose.

The title role will be played by Terri
Phillips, a graduate student in theater.
Playing opposite as "Creon" will be
John Wilkins, a student in literature.
Carolyn Lewis and Maggie Krasin, also
theater students, will play "lsmene"
and "Eurynice.,!' respectively.
Filling out the cast are student
Rebbeca Borter as the nurse and her
son, Willard, as the pag_e; Sam Clark,
Peter Jo eph, and Ollie Pitts will play
respectively the first, second, and third
guards. All three are theater studen~ .
Randy Madderrom of Matteson will be
"Antigone's'' lover, "Haemon."
Dr. Paul Hill, university advocate, as
the son of "Creon," the King of
Thebe:;, will take on single handcdly the
role of the traditional Greek chorus.
Dr. Mel 1\1. Slott, university professor
of theater, will direct Lewis Galantiere's adaptation of the play with what
he has de ·cribed as "an exciting
variety of talented actors and actresses."
The single unit, multiple setting has
been designed by Prof. David Reeve,
with lighting responsibilities in the
hands of Lee Lindow, a graduate
student in technical theater.
---Tickets: General Admission $3.00; GSU Faculty and
Staff-$1.00; Students with GSU
I.D.-$1.00; For ticket information
please call; 534-5000, EXT. 2143
and or 2119.

For your
information
STOP ... YOU ... YEA, I'M TALKIN'
TO YOU ..
YOUR CAR LIGHTS
_
Did you remember to turn them off
.Well!!! Did you???
Think you might have forgotten
something ... or perhaps you haven't
thought about it at all ...
Winters just· a~ound the corner ... Brrr ... You're going to feel pretty
bad <and foolish) to go out to your car
later on only to find out that the battery
is DEAD and your car won't BUDGE ...
Think about it for a minute - late at
night - car won't start - no service
stations open... Isn't that enough to
make you take your time and
REMEMBER TO :
TURN OFF YOUlt CAR LIGHTS
Have you received your student I.D.
card yet??? You haven't. tsk ...
. .. tsk ... All you have to do to get one is
stop in at your local Student Service
Office (located on the Ist floor) By the
way, you'll be happy to know that the
Student Services office as well as
Financial Aid will be open in the
evening every Tuesday & Thursday.
Got a paper that needs to be typed???
You can't type or don't have the
time??? Stop by Student Services and
we'll get it done for you FREE OF
CHARGE.
Why do those students sign up for
modules when they are not going to be
altered. For if students could find these
blasted modules, they would!
The previous messag~ have been
brought to you courtesy of the Student
Services Advisory Committee.
WST AND FOUND
There is a plethora of items (glasses,
car keys, jewelry, books, etc., etc.,
etc.,) being housed in the Student
Services office that some of you had to
lose. If you have had the unfortunate
experience of losing something-stop in
at the Student Services office on the
first floor.

.!.
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''Armchair
travelers

Classified ·Ford Foundation
announces fellowships
Ads

to tour
Taiwan

MGB For Sale
1970 MCG new top, New tires, new
clutch, AM/ FM radio, tape. $1,200. U
Interested, leave name and phone
number In BPS box #413.
For sale or trade:
1971 VW camper-sink, icebox. Penthouse bed, tent, etc. Sleeps 2 adults
and 4 children-more with tent attached. $2,500.00 or trade for station
wagon of equal value. Call Ray 687-2253.
Need a job?
Waitress Wanted-Short hours, 11:00Z:OO. Call Gary at 534-2040 or 747-1146.

For Sale
lift Vega Hatchback, Radio, Auto.

Trans., Low Mileage. $1,500.00. Call
Ray 887-2253.
Share a House
In Homewood for male student, (Z).
Reasonable rate. Contact Joe Bremmon HLD Work study student.
Free, Free, Free
One, possibly two cats, to a good home.
Jim 672-8355.
Junk cars towed away free!!
Nancy Bresnyan, 11028 So. Mansfield,
Chicago Ridge, Ullnois.

presented in

PARK FOREST, ILLINOIS

by
Governors State University,
Thorn Creek Audubon Society
and the
National Audubon Society

SECOND SEASON
1974-75 Program
Tuesday. November 12. 1974
Mondoy, April21 , 1975

The Ford Foundation is pleased to announce the
transfer of the administration of three of its graduate
fellowships programs. Beginning September 1974, the
Educational Testing Service will administer the
following fellowships programs:
Graduate Fellowships for Mexican Americans
Graduate Fellowships for Native Americans
Graduate Fellowships for Puerto Ricans
The National Fellowships Fund will continue to
administer the Graduate Fellowships for Black
Americans. These programs are made possible
through grants from the Ford Foundation.
The programs are aimed at increasing the number of
doctorates among Black Americans, Mexican
Americans, Native Americans (Aluets, Eskimos,
American Indians, Native Hawaiians), and Puerto
Ricans to enhance their opportunities for careers in
higher education. The fellowships are for one year
only, but are renewable upon reapplication if
satisfactory progress toward the doctorate is
evidenced. Applicants are expected to study full time
and to complete the requirements for the doctorate as
soon as possible.
Our immediate concern is to inform interested
persons about the available fellowshipS and to encourage those who are eligible to apply. However,
applicants must act quickly to meet the deadlines.

" Armchair travelers" will see where
East meets West as the opening film in
the annual travelogue series sponsored
by the Homewood-Flossmoor chapter
of American Field Service international scholarships.
Ed Lark will present "Nationalist
China-Taiwan" Tuesday, October 22, at
7:45 p.m. in the Mall auditorium of
Homewood-Flossmoor high shcool.
AFS international scholarships at HF high school are supported by the
winter travelogues for the public.
Season tickets for four travelogues are
$5 for adults and $3 for students. A
season ticket will be good for four
admissions.
In a preview, Lark said:
"Taiwan <Nationalist China), just 100
miles from Mainland China, is an island
of spectacular beauty - waterfalls,
majestic mountains, lush jungles, and
graceful Oriental gardens. There you
see authentic Chinese traditions amid a
'growing, modern industrial society."
The feature-length film of the exotic
island includes the New Year's
celebration, historic Taiwan, colorful
Aborigines, rugged To-Ro-Ko Gorge,
the off-shore island of Quemoy (only
one mile from Mainland China), plus
the National Palace museum containing the world's greatest collection
of Oriental art.

Should you require additional information or announcements, please address your requests directly to
the Educational Testing Service address, or the
National Fellowships Fund address.

The College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences and Thorn Creek
Audubon Society are co-sponsoring the
Audubon Wildlife Films again this
year. Each film is personally presented
and narrated by its producer. The first
film was William A. Anderson 's
"Designs for Survival," portraying
designs for feeding , movement,
protection, and reproduction of various
species of wildlife, on Monday, October
7, at 8:00p.m. at the Ludeman Center,
114 North Orchard Drive, Park Forest.
The center has a beautiful auditorium
complete with padded, theater-type
seats, a downward-sloping floor for
good visibility from every seat, and a
huge screen. Plenty of parking space is
available in lots 9 and 1.
The three film series will continue
with Edgar T. Jones ' " Canada 's
Mountain Wilderness" on Tuesday,
November 12. As a bush pilot in
Canada, Mr. Jones was able to reach
otherwise inaccessible areas for
filming mountain sheep and goats, elk,
moose, deer, harlequin ducks, rufous
hummingbirds, spruce grouse and
many other species in their natural
habitat. The final film will be Henk
Kegel's Cannes Film Festival awardwinning documentary, "Animaux
Sauvages" (Wild Animals), on Monday, April21. This is a study of the lifestyles of some of the wild creatures of
Africa.
Season tickets at $5, adult single
admissions at $2, and student single
admissions at $1 are available from
John Chambers, CEAS.

PARK FOREST
Elisabeth Ludeman Center
114 North Orchard Drive
Park Forest

8:00P.M.

SEASON TICKET $5.00
(3 Auclubon Wllclllfe Filma)

Single Atlmlulon

S2.00

STUDENTS:
Single Atlmlulon

S1.00

ncketa oro obtolnoltle fromt
Joan Stelntllor

411 S.ncllt""8
Pwk Porost,UI. 60466
Phonoa7~9

Koth'- Strut"-s
524 Notht111 ltootl
Park Po.-..t Iouth, Ill. 60466
Phonoa 514-9249
Johnct.om ... •
GoMrnora State Unlvoralty
Park Porost Iouth, Ill. 60466
Phonoc 534-5000, extonllon 2405.
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Local residents invited
to "Utqpic" Arcosanti
Local residents are eligible to participate in the Arcosanti Utopian ex- :
periment ~nder construction in
Arizona.
Governors State University is considering establishing an outpost by
taking two groups, five to eight persons
in each, to Arcosanti, where they

'

will..join 30 to 50 students from
throughout the country.
Dr. Hugh Rank of the College of
Cultural Studies may be contacted by
persons interested.
One group would be at Arcosanti
March to-April 18 and the other group
would be there March 24-May 2.
Estimated expenses would be $700.

C·a ncer/Leo at

Push Expo ' 74

Arcosanti is a "utopian" city, a
prototype model now being built by
architect Paolo Soleri with the help of
volunteer workers who share his visior
of architecture and ecology in thf
mountains 70 miles north of Phoenix.
Arcosanti will eventually house 3,()()(1
persons on only 10 acres, leaving 98 pe1
cent of surrounding land as wilderness,
agriculture, and parks.
So many people can be contained on
so little land by building the city upward as well as outward.
The three-dimensional futurist
structure will literally rise 25 storie~
above the central Arizona mesa.
Paul LoBue of Kankakee, a Governors State University student, worked
at Arcosanti a few months ago.

Students
suppott

yout
newspapet
Whot we need:

I. Articles of news from
each collegiol unit:
HlD. BPS. CCS, EAS.
2. Well written orticles
of relevonce to ond
for thee student
body.
3. Poetry, Prose
4. Community News
5. Grophics

HAT WE
WANT
YOU TO
DO!!
1. suggest
improvements for
the newspoper
PUBLISHING AND
ADVERTISING DEADLINES
Chicago, Illinois-A crowd of about
20,000 gathered at the International
Ampitheater on September 26, the
second night of Push Expo '74. Appearing for the first show at 8:00 p.m.
was Governors State's own jazz sextet,
Cancer-Leo. Performing with CancerLeo was locaf Black singer, Sue Conway. The sextet, which won the
"Best Com~" ~ward i Cduring the
Notre
Collegiate Jazz Festival at
'name, fill~ the
ampitheater
with a great sound, and was the only
jazz music of the evening. In addition to
playing at several clubs in the area,
Cancer-Leo has appeared at Jimmy
D's, will perform at GSU October 31St
at noon

The GSU Sextet <Cancer-Leo>
From Left to right, Ron Askew,
John Pate, Yeshwua ' Israel,
Eugene ViDyard, Walter Henderson, and Curtis PriDce, and
leff Simon <not in photo>

The GSU Veteran's Club elections
will be October 7 & 8. Voting will be by
;;ecret ballot. Drop your ballots off in L.
Kelly's office.
There will be a meeting Thursday,
the loth at 5:00p.m. Afterwards there
will be a party at Jimmy D's. All
veterans are welcome.

NOTE

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,
176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1 .00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time) .

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for
research purposes only

There is now a 24-hour notice required
on all ICC equipment requests. 1bJs is
necessary to accomodate our growing
community. You may reserve equipment by stopping by the ICC
Distribution Center or by phoning ext.
2204 or 2299.

Tickets to the Performing Arts Music
3eries are still available. They can be
obtained at the student rate of $3.00 for
six concerts. Persons interested may
contact Marilyn Miller in the College of
Cultural Studies or the cashier's office.
Tickets for the Chicago Children
Choir on October 'II will be available to
high school students at a soeciaJ .
of $1.50.
pnce

STUDENT SERVICE AUVISORY COMMITTEE
When we meet:
1st Tuesday of every month at 12:00
~rd Tuesday of every month at 5:00
NP.xt meeting
October 14, 1974 5:00 in room D1120

INNOVATOR
The paper will be on the street:
10/22/74
11/11/74
n.t 25/74
12/9/74
12/ 'J:J/74•
1/ 13/75
1/ 'n/75
2/10/75
2/24/75
3/10/75
3/24/75
4/14/75
4/28/75
5/12/75
5/26/75
6/9/75
6/23/75
Advertising must be in by:
10/17/74
11/7/74
11/21/74
12/ 5/74
12/19/74
1/9/75
1/23/75
2/6/75
2/20/75
3/6/75
3/20/75
4/10/75
4/24/75
5/8/75
5/22/75
6/5/75
6/19/75

• date subject to change relative to
holiday scheduling.
Please to note : All copy, press releases,
etc. should be submitted five (5) days
prior to "ON THE STREET
. . .D~E~A~D~L~I~N~E~". . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

2. Help moke the
INNOVATOR o
"com m unit.l l"
newspoper
3. Use the INNOVATOR
more often
WHY YOU SHOUlD
CONTRIBUTE:

l. You ore poying for
the production of
the newspoper
2. You should be
concerned with
whot,'s in the
newspoper
3. You should let us
know whot you
think obout the
INNOVATOR
4. We need oil the
expertise ond help
we con get

Do It today!
•
see the publishing
deadline schedule
I

see you in the paper

I

.,.....
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And again a meeeting of mind and pen. So I
write on. . . People rippin' each other off.
Moving from I to we is getting' hipper.
You say you can't eat fried fat in hard times?
He's a new, revolutionary, electrified tripper.
Check into his mind and you will find ...
Strobe/ light eyes, stereo ears. 0 gravity mind.
His funky excuse for mass abuse, depression
and degradation-ain't got time ...
mass production champagne, gin and wine.
The new revolutionary is the electric pimp.
The bi •• .es flock to be stars.
But they don't know.
Everybody is a star.
Electro man sells stars, flashy cars,
corn flakes and Ultra-Lash.
And here she comes trying not to imitate;
Gettin' in shape?
Because she couldn't believe it was a girdle.
Sister is upstairs.
She ain't home.
Everybody goodbye/ don't mean I'm gone.
Who are you woman that you do eargerly allow
your precious body to be sold; As a hog or a cow?
Your eyes belong to Mabelline
Revelon controls your hair;
Little wonder that in search of yourself
there is not much there.
What be the training of such a white male
to have done this to you?
Leaving no room for doubt,
he's turning you out
as the pimp of days gone by.
Don' t pout!
How will you regain a sense of self
when your master has other plans :
To mark you off,
and cut you up.
Then sell you to another man, still.
Your eyes belong to .Mabelline
Revelon controls your hair ;
Little wonder that in search of your elf
there is not much left there.
For your natural smell he give you Ch~nnel.
For your legs of course Supp-hose.
For your breast he's smart.
He gives you cross-your-heart.
Next your nose I suppose.

NIGGEHS, get high
NIGGERS, can't deal with reality
NIGGERS, steal
NIGGERS, ain't got no money to buy
NIGGERS, screw and screw some mo'
Can't feed the babies they got
NIGGERS, stop all this sterotype bull- and become BLACK!
Carolyn Marie Butler

True, I am Black
But for that reason should I not be heard?
Should God only let there be day
Because the night is so dark?
Should one man let another die
Because God has chosen to make one darker than the other?
Then World, tell me why are these things o?
Why can I only say Brother to a man who is Black like me?
Yes, You are white
But for that reason would you deny me my freedom?
Should God let you dwell here alone
Because my race is unworthy to your surroundings?
Should I curse God's name
Because He made you lighter than me?
Then World, tell me why does my mind think these things?
Why can't I praise God for His variety of men?
Maybe to live in harmony can never be
But we must live on this earth until our eternity
And maybe one day you can see me without my color
And I can be able to call You My Brother.

BLUE

Carolyn Marie Butler

I am a lost child who had to open her eyes all too soon
To see that the world that stares me in the face is cold
Yesterday, I was a run-with-the-wind child
Today, I am bound to stay where the wind has blown me
Yesterday, I was content with a basketball game and a loud yell
Today, the, sound of my crying drowns out the sounds of all others
Today, I must crawl out of my sheltered playpin
And become a part of this universe
Yesterday, I was just an infant in this world's playpin
Life, love, end, beginning, yesterday were only words to my ..
unlistening ears
Today, they are the depths of my vocabulary
Yesterday, I awoke to see the sun rise in front of my eyes.
Today, I search for the sun.

ANYTHING CAN BE
And this thing call reality it seems
Maybe called levels of dreams
Death a reality too lives as scheme
Dreams of nightmares are violent deaths
Dreams of love are happiness
All spirits and souls within escape
in dream: strange indeed
4

Of great men and deed takes only a dream
is freed .... ..
Blue

Carolyn Marie Butler

***

Don't pin me down

Don't try to pin me down
No, don't pin yourself to me
I've got wondering feet
Wrinkled from visiting dusty places
You ask me why I got
roaming feet hell, I don't know
My Dad-I take after him
He roamed so many times he
forgot his woman and eleven kids
Me? Why I ain't got no home
I'm aloof cain't stay long
under one roof for no bodies
So don't choke me, pin me down
Cuz I'm a part time rabbit
and I can run like hell
Ramonita Segarra

Youn~., full

of.fire

Born to live with a persecution complex,
He walks alone.
Ingenious some thought, but others didn't.
But he always kept his head high.
Too sensitive to show.
Too sensitive to let go of the warmth, love and kindn~s fh~ ftfr~
behind a mask of iron.
He must be so, he is a man of iron.
For if not, they will try to stop him.
From what?
A chance for the world to live.
John Papa

lam
I am like that of an ocean; my waves roll concurrently one after
another.
Flow with me and I will provide you with the ride of your life.
Restrain me and I will swallow you like that of a small vessel which
dared to challenge him.
Papa

